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× “We live in one world under patriarchal capitalism. I am 
opposed to anything that divides us. The differences 
between people and cultures that literature erases, theory 
generalizes and abstracts.” 



Kafr Tahla
1931-Today

× “I write what I lived in my village Kafr Tahla. When with a 
sincere intent a writer dives deep into their reality the story 
will become universal.”



Imagination
× "When you are creative, when you are writing, you don't 

feel limited because your imagination can transcend 
anything." 



١٩٧٥ رفص ةطقن دنع ةأرما
× Novel written at the same time as scientific study

× ١٩٧٦ يسفنلا عارصلاو ةأرملا Women and Neurosis in Egypt 

× Novel immediate and long-term success, especially after 
1983 translation into English

× Study scarcely known

× Justified claim that fiction more therapeutic than medicine



The Opera



١٩٨٥ ءاسنلا نجس يف تاركذم
× ُُEmotional rollercoaster of prison swinging between grief 

and joy: “pain and pleasure, the greatest beauty and the 
most intense ugliness [...] In prison I found my heart opened 
to love - how I don't know." 



١٩٨٧ مامالا توقس
×  for illegitimate child who cannot take her mother’s هللا تنب

name

× Many reprints in Arabic and English



١٩٩٢ سیلباو تانج
× Innocence of the Devil as a title could only be used in English



١٩٩٢ ماھتالا سفق يف يوادعسلا لاون
× Landed top on Islamists’ Death List

× Only one image on the internet and cannot be used!

× Move to Duke University



١٩٩٧يتایح يقاروا
× Autobiographical pact

× “anger had never stopped accumulating in me since the day 
I was born […] I do not know how the child in me remained 
alive”

× Daughter of Isis (volume 1)

× Walking through Fire (volume 2) 



Women’s Cruelty
× In a world of repressed love, women become cruel to each 

other: “It was the cruelty that had grown in them through 
suppression, the steam held back under pressure until their 
bodies were filled with it to bursting point. It was a black 
cruelty under a smooth skin from which the hair had been 
ripped off to leave it with the smoothness of a snake” (195). 



Nabawiya Musa: Pioneer of Egyptian 
Feminism and Women’s Education 

× “For me she was never a pioneer or a model… (she) was like German 
headmistresses under Hitler, or French headmistresses in schools run by 
nuns. And she hated the girls. When our eyes met I could read the hate in 
her look, read hate for the self she carried around in black. School under 
her had become for me like a funeral where everything was the color of 
mourning.”



Power of Writing
× “Writing became a weapon with which to fight the system 

[...] The written word for me became an act of rebellion 
against injustice exercised in the name of religion, or morals, 
or love” 



Diving to the Child Inside
× “autobiography is more real, more true than fiction, more 

creative, and more steeped in art… My pen has been a 
scalpel which cuts through the outer skin, pushes the 
muscles, probes for the roots of things. Autobiography has 
lifted me above the daily grind to see my life emerge under 
a different light… As I write, I experience moments of thrill, 
of deep pleasure never experienced since I was a child” 



God Resigns ةمقلا يف لیقتسی هللا
× Duke students puppet show inspires a heretical play written 

in 1997

× Published in 2008

× Azhar law suit

× Nawal wins



Tahrir Revolution 2011



Nawal Writes Tahrir
× Arab Revolutions ةیبرعلا تاروثلا 2013

× “I can scarcely believe that this is the same Egypt that 
caused me so much sadness and hardship … Tahrir became 
my watan for which I have been searching since childhood.” 

× Indeed, It’s Blood مدلا ھنا 2014

× False promises of equality in prison

× Simultaneous writing of analytical study and novel



Revolution Survives in 
Creativity

× Email to me June 19, 2014:

× “The revolutions are all aborted including Occupy Wall 
Street. But creativity is never aborted that is why we write. 
God wrote his books for the same reason.” 



Still Radical 
× “I am becoming more radical with age. I have noticed that 

writers, when they are old, become milder. But for me it is 
the opposite. Age makes me more angry." 


